Food Growing in Parks:
A Guide for Councils

This guide was produced
by Sustain; the alliance for
better food and farming, with
support from Shared Assets.
Both organisations have been
working with and visiting food
growing projects within park
settings and felt that there was
a need to share experiences
and make recommendations for
those working in park settings.

Sustain advocates food and agriculture
policies and practices that enhance the
health and welfare of people and animals,
improve the working and living environment,
promote equity and enrich society and
culture.
Through our London Capital Growth
network, and other national campaigns
including the Big Dig and Growing Health,
we have helped groups and local authorities
to develop food growing projects across the
UK. We have also published guidance on
various food growing related topics.
www.sustainweb.org

Shared Assets is a think and do tank that
provides practical advice, support and
training to landowners and communities who
want to manage land as a sustainable and
productive asset.
During 2016-18 we were funded by Friends
Provident Foundation to explore the ways in
which community food growing contributes to
local economic resilience.
www.sharedassets.org.uk
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Purpose of the guide
Local authorities are rethinking the future of parks. This
involves both the ‘pull’ from local people who want to be
more involved and empowered to take more responsibility
for them, as well as the ‘push’ to reduce costs and
secure new sources of income. Councils also recognise
their assets, such as public parks can be managed to
contribute to a broad range of outcomes such as public
health and the local economy.
With the growth in public interest in food growing and
many positive examples of food growing projects in
public parks, more councils are showing an interest in the
potential of these areas as sites for food production.
This guide aims to encourage more food growing in
parks whilst also helping decision makers understand the
options available. It draws links with the rethinking parks
and public health agendas1 and explores opportunities for
councils to consider. Setting up and running food growing
in parks is not a one-size-fits all solution and needs
consideration to ensure it brings the desired outcome for
park users and decision makers.
With the guide, we have illustrated established good
practice of food growing in parks across the UK, where
areas dedicated to growing food in spaces range from
pocket parks to The Royal Parks. As local authorities look
for new models of managing parks, food growing is likely
to increase due to the multiple benefits that it can provide.
It helps councils decide which model of food growing
would be appropriate, taking into consideration their
own capacity, the strategic needs of the area, the types
of parks and the enthusiasm of local communities. The
shared experience across a range of authorities provides
detailed understanding of the application of food growing
in public park settings. It also provides a key message to
councils leaders to recognise how parks deliver a wide
range of public benefits, rather than to look at parks as
cost centres.
Interviews with growers at 12 food growing spaces in
urban public parks contributed to case studies drawn
from across the country, in different types of parks with
contrasting visitor catchments. Project leaders described
the organisation of their project and their relationships
with their local councils. We have captured issues and
opportunities of relevance to local councils in order to
encourage food growing in public parks and also dispel
some myths!

This guide will help:
ʸʸ Councillors, particularly portfolio holders with respon-

sibilities for budgets, the public realm and for public
health, identifying the public benefits of food growing;
ʸʸ Council park managers, providing confidence that food
growing can be successfully integrated into parks;
ʸʸ Friends of Parks groups, community and social enterprises and community groups involved in, or considering, food growing projects, who can learn from and
share experiences of community projects across the
UK.
We thank staff and volunteers from the case study parks
and councils for sharing their experience.
Duthie Park

Aberdeen City Council

Central Park

Barking and Dagenham 			
London Borough

Preston Park

Brighton and Hove City Council

Wish Park

Brighton and Hove City Council

Dame Emily Park

Bristol City Council

Philips Park

Bury Metropolitan Council

Bute Park

Cardiff City Council

Walpole Park

Ealing London Borough

Scotch Quarry Park

Lancaster City Council

Walton Hall Park

Liverpool City Council

Heaton Park

Manchester City Council

Albert Park

Middlesbrough Borough Council
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Summary: new ways of working
This guide presents how councils can take forward food growing in parks within the
context of new ways of working. To summarise, here are our key recommendations.

Tenure

Volunteers

ʸʸ Draw up agreements that are proportionate and

ʸʸ Develop a volunteer strategy.
ʸʸ Value volunteer input and the range of benefits this

enabling.
ʸʸ Agree a management plan for the whole park which
considers all users and includes the food growing
space.

Management

brings.

ʸʸ Encourage and support active Friends groups.
ʸʸ Identify key third sector partners.
ʸʸ Be prepared to offer ongoing support as the needs,

capacity and aspirations of the group change over
time.
ʸʸ Ensure managing volunteers is embedded in staff
responsibilities.

ʸʸ Agree a management plan for the park with the

wider community.

ʸʸ Integrate the growing space into the park

management plan.

ʸʸ Establish clear lines of communication and be

responsive.

ʸʸ Take advantage of the Green Flag Award or at least

work to its criteria.

ʸʸ Develop trust by encouraging community

involvement, providing guidance and being
supportive.
ʸʸ Develop the role of the ranger service.

Visitor Experience
ʸʸ Ensure there is provision for social engagement.
ʸʸ Locate spaces in visible locations.
ʸʸ Lease space in underused council facilities e.g.

disused horticultural nurseries.

ʸʸ Encourage food growing as a contribution to park

improvement.

ʸʸ Make land available in a park to raise awareness of

local food and healthy eating.

ʸʸ Recognise that there is no single model for a food

Funding
ʸʸ Encourage and facilitate Friends groups.
ʸʸ Support community groups and social and

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

community enterprises that have access to funding
streams unavailable to local councils.
Let communities take the lead.
Be clear on the financial and in-kind support you
can provide.
Any infrastructure provided should be to a high
standard to reduce ongoing costs.
Recognise and value economic, environmental
and social benefits (eg jobs, improved health and
wellbeing, local trade etc), rather than focusing on
financial cost savings or lease income.
Make contractual links between outsourcing facilities
and healthy food.
Value public health benefits to subsidise park
maintenance.
Provide seed funding and access to grants.

growing space in a park; take into consideration the
type of park and its catchment.
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Next steps for councils
Sustain and Shared Assets feel the time is right for
councils to recognise public parks are assets not
liabilities. Parks are a common good and like all council
assets should be actively managed to address local
priorities.
The case studies in this guide of community food growing
projects in parks, reveal that:
ʸʸ Parks are a common good and like all council assets

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

should be actively managed to address local priorities
and be valued for their contribution eg to public health;
Parks are a community resource, where food growing
projects can engage citizens in their local environment;
Parks are accessible to all and can be non-threatening
environments to promote messages about health,
food and diet;
Community food growing projects contribute to visitor
experience and bring to parks: horticultural interest, a
diversity of recreational facilities, additional resources;
A strategic approach to park management will
ensure food growing projects contribute to the overall
management plan, that managers build trust with park
users and there is clarity of expectations on both sides
and
There is no single model for a community food
growing space in a park; it will depend on the type of
park and its catchment.

This guide provides examples and helpful typologies
for councils to be able to take action on increasing food
growing on council parkland. It also provides a backdrop
of evidence for those still needing to be convinced that
these activities are highly beneficial to local communities
and a range of outcomes.
While the document can be read from front to back, we
also encourage you to skip to areas of relevance for your
area. As a result we have brought to the front some of
the key messages that we would like readers to take from
the guide.
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One council’s
approach to food
growing in parks

Oldham Council
“Food has the power to bring people
together. This work helps increase
access to food, improve education,
create healthy communities and
grow the local food economy. We will
continue to work with partners and
people to create a food future that
we can all be proud of.” Cllr Arooj
Shah, Deputy Leader of Oldham
Council

support, promotion and lobbying so
that the big ambitions of Oldham’s
communities, groups, Food Network
and Council can all be achieved.

Growing Oldham:
Feeding Ambition
Partnership

Oldham is a member of the
Sustainable Food Cities Network.
Its cross-sector food partnership
works to create a better food system.
Community involvement in Oldham
means more than asking residents
for their views. The Council is
empowering local people to take
ownership, as part of the ambition
to create a co-operative borough
where everyone does their bit and
everybody benefits. This is evident
through the approach to growing and
food.

Growing Oldham: Feeding Ambition
is a partnership co-ordinating delivery
against the ambition of fair access
to food for all. The Partnership is
made up of representatives from
the Food Network; Voluntary Sector,
Public Health, Parks and Councillors
ensuring that engagement and
feedback to and from all parts of the
system inform and influence at the
strategic level in a way that makes a
difference on the ground. By growing
relationships across different people
and partners, it creates a sustainable
approach to the future of food in
Oldham that makes a difference.

In Oldham, community involvement
is being redefined from “something
done to” to “something done with”.
The Council recognises the most
effective way to design services and
deliver the outcomes that matter to
residents is to do it with them; or even
better, to create the right conditions
for them to do it for themselves. This
is exemplified by the approach to
food and the end to end approach of
co-design; empowering communities
and creating the right conditions.
The Council sees their role as
facilitating investment, providing

Since its launch in 2014, the
public-health funded Get Oldham
Growing programme has inspired
and encouraged people to be active
and engage in food growing. It helps
individuals and communities to
improve their health and wellbeing
through growing and food. The
project invests in both people and
places and has supported over
80 community food initiatives.
There are now five growing hubs,
including Veg in the Park, making
opportunities widely available to
more communities in Oldham. Get

Oldham Growing is serious about
community involvement, achieved
through community-based Health
and Growing Ambassadors. This
approach enables the building of
strengths and assets in communities,
to make schemes owned and
sustainable. So far over 800 local
people have been engaged in
growing in their communities,
giving them the confidence to do it
themselves. Some 90 of these are
now community growers who share
their knowledge and deliver a range
of training on things like jam making,
preserves and fruit tree pruning.

Veg in the Park
Veg in the Park community growing
hub is one example of a truly
co-operative approach. The hub
was started up in Waterhead Park
in 2015 by a passionate resident.
The idea grew from a gardening
session in another park. The park
is a large landscaped open space
with sports and play facilities serving
a ward challenged by poor health
and poverty. A high proportion of
residents claim out-of-work benefits
and a high proportion of residents
are aged under 16.
Residents now run and manage the
site and work together with different
partners, local organisations and
other community growing hubs and
people across Oldham. It is a vibrant
place with many volunteers, local
groups and emerging enterprises all
focused around growing, cooking,
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sharing, selling (and eating!) locally
produced food. Growing takes
place in the ground, in raised beds
and in a polytunnel. Access to the
site is controlled by fencing with
open access when residents are
gardening.
The future growing space was
identified by Oldham Council’s
Parks team with local residents
central to developing a space for
their community to enjoy. A bowling
green which not been used for
over 12 years has been turned into
a brilliant community asset. After
the site was confirmed, funding
was provided by public health. The
council’s environmental services
offer professional horticultural advice
or support if there are any issues
resulting from antisocial behaviour,
vandalism etc. The council’s service
provider, Unity Partnership, is the
support mechanism for the lease.
The formal lease is currently being
developed and will clearly state
the do’s and don’ts. The council
recognises there are always going
to be funding pressures but the
reduction in costs of maintenance of
the bowling green has allowed Veg in
the Park to operate with a minimum
rent but maximum benefit.
Veg in the Park is registered as a
community interest company (CIC)
with local residents as directors.
The objects of the company are
fully compatible with its location
in a public asset. Benefits to the
community are specified as, being
able to enjoy the park, protecting
the environment, tackling poverty
through access to training, education
and entrepreneurship, improving
health and well being by learning
how to grow food and taking part
in social, growing activities and,
not least, access to locally grown
good value, fresh produce. Money
raised from the sale of produce is
reinvested in the community hub.

Get Oldham Growing
Creating the right climate

Through co-design and co-production Oldham’s communities are empowered to take
ownership and drive change. A digital map that captures the range of activity across our
districts, including growing spaces, allotments, community cafes and chatty cafes was codesigned by residents. This highlights the range of opportunities for people to take part and
help their neighbours through a shared passion around growing and food.

“Oldham’s approach works because
it has been done with communities
and examples like the pop-up market
stalls are great because they provide
opportunities to sell what we grow
directly to the public.” Caroline
Lawson, from Veg in the Park

Veg in the park
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Context
Managing parks
for common good

Typology: opportunities for food
growing within parks

Public parks are valued not just for their horticultural and
amenity value, but as multi-purpose public assets that
can enable local authorities to meet their wider objectives
for delivering economic resilience, social wellbeing and
environmental sustainability.

There are many ways that food growing can be
incorporated into parks. Each type of growing space
offers different opportunities depending on the nature of
the park, council capacity and community interest. The
following typology is flexible and can be adapted to the
local situation; it is not exhaustive and the elements are
not mutually exclusive, but it is a helpful way of working
out what type of growing is suitable for different parks.

A natural capital account for London’s parks identified
that Londoners avoid £950 million a year in health costs
due to the city’s parks.1 However, while these multiple
benefits are being recognised and accounted for, parks
are facing a crisis of funding. Over 92% park managers
reported a cut in their park budgets from 2014 – 2017
and there has been an overall 27% cut to English
councils’ budgets in real terms since 2010-11.2
Research by Fields in Trust found that few public
services have such a wide-ranging, positive impact on
local communities as parks and green spaces. Despite
this, parks tend to be valued within local budgets
according to their maintenance costs rather than their
true dividend to local communities which vastly exceeds
such sums because of their multiple benefits. Fields in
Trust quantified the value of parks and green spaces
in economic terms based on the health and wellbeing
benefits they provide to individuals.3
Community food growing initiatives in parks can provide
cost-effective opportunities for local authorities to work
in partnership with local communities and engage
residents in activities that increase the social, economic,
environmental and horticultural value of parks. Food
growing provides opportunities for social interaction,
exercise, education in good nutrition and healthy eating,
leading to improvements in residents’ physical and
mental wellbeing and personal resilience4. It provides
opportunities for the development of new skills and can
be used as a pathway to support people into more active
lives and potentially into employment.
Areas dedicated for food growing initiatives can also
help diversify park design, add biodiversity, horticulture
variety and interest, increase recreational opportunities
and bring new uses and users to previously derelict or
neglected areas.

In deciding whether to introduce food growing into a
parkland setting, factors to consider are:
ʸʸ size and character of park and local catchment
ʸʸ degree of community ownership and enterprise with

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

the running of the garden and roles of volunteers and
staff
profile and current use of the proposed site within the
park (accessibility, visibility)
proportion of growers/volunteers to visitors in a gated
area
level of council support for resident involvement
access; while some parkland may already not be
publicly accessible, it is worth considering to what
extent it could be appropriate or beneficial to limit
access to a food growing project.
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Typology - Different types of food growing spaces in parks
Type of
growing space
1. Productive
landscapes

Description
Edible plants incorporated
into existing park design,
planting and maintenance
schemes

Benefits
• Low maintenance and reduced long term cost.
• Raises awareness / first introduction to fresh
produce.

Limitations
• Limited educational
opportunities
• Less engagement

• Lends itself to foraging and walking groups.
• Integration into landscape design of park.

2. Edible
Planting

Area of park utilised for
small scale lower profile
community growing

• Low maintenance and reduced long term cost.
• Can build a ‘culture’ of food growing for future
interest.
• Raises awareness / first introduction to fresh
produce.
• Introduces variety, activity and horticultural
interest.

Potential
stakeholder / partners
Community group or
voluntary organisation
including wildlife
organisations and
walking groups
Small scale food
enterprises

• Limited educational
opportunities
• Small scale / restricted by
lack of facilities
• Dependant on level of
interest of local residents

Community group or
voluntary organisation,
Friends of parks groups
Small scale food
enterprises

• Productive use of unmanaged, vacant or
overgrown sites.

A. Open access

3 Open
access
garden

4. Orchard
/ Forest
Garden

Area of park utilised for
community growing. (May
have notional low fencing or
mesh but this will generally
be unlocked.)

• Encourages interaction as open to the
community.

Planting of fruit trees / can
include perennial underplanting of edible plants

• Provides opportunity for community
engagement.

• Greater management and community
involvement.

• Open to vandalism and
petty theft, which can lead to
frustration.

Small scale food
enterprises

• Notional security clarifies special purpose of
the area.

• Can be open access.
• More variety of food growing can be integrated
with the trees, e.g. underplanting of forest
garden plants.

Community group or
voluntary organisation
Friends of parks groups

• Varieties require careful
selection and maintenance
plan, particularly watering in
early years.
• Take a number of years to
produce harvest

Community group or
voluntary organisation
Friends of parks groups
Education provider
Small scale food
enterprises

• Integration into landscape design of park.
5. Educational
growing
projects

Open area of park growing
mixed food and flowers to
demonstrate benefits of
food growing.
Can take various layouts
and mix trees, perennials
and annuals.

• Have potential for wider reach e.g. schools and
families.

• Require resources to set up
and run

• Good engagement tool/ develop capacity/ skills.

• Open to the ‘elements’
(human& animal) e.g.
vandalism/ interference

• Encourage participation regular activities and
interpretation materials.
• Often host regular volunteer days.

• Harvest can be taken so
limited benefit for volunteers

• Demonstrate health and other benefits of food
growing.

• Is not fully public accessible,
need to consider opening
hours, but requirements for
open days can be built in.

Education provider
Community group or
voluntary organisation
Friends of parks groups
Small scale food
enterprise

Regular facilitated sessions.
6. Growing
projects –
community
run or
educational

Gated area of park growing
to demonstrate benefits
of food growing. Can take
various layouts and mix
trees, flowers, perennials
and annuals.
Regular facilitated sessions.

B. Gated access

Works well in conjunction
with a facility or building.

7. Productive
Growing
*enterprises

Larger growing spaces, set
out to maximise productivity
and at a scale to enable
significant harvest that can
be sold.
Projects would be gated,
with access through open
days.

• Provides formal and informal educational
qualifications
• Can often be ‘open’ for public access, subject to
availability of staff/volunteers
• Level of engagement can be high and reach
groups who would not traditionally use the park.
May be for specific client groups eg refugees,
mental health service users.

• Generate revenue for lead partner to help with
sustainability.
• Provide healthy, locally produced food.
• Beneficial use of vacated council premises
(depots & nurseries).

Small “allotments” allocated
to individuals or groups.

• Gives impression of
exclusivity which organisers
try to overcome.
• Requires a suitable space.
• Cost of fencing.
• Fencing can indicate
value and therefore attract
vandalism and theft.
• Needs capital investment.
• Most food ‘sold’ eg to supply
park café, local restaurants,
box schemes. Many social
enterprises will encourage
residents / park users to buy.

Community group or
voluntary organisation.
Social enterprise, ,
training organisations,
horticultural colleges

• Access has to be structured
e.g. volunteering schemes,
training sessions, can require
open days

Run by paid staff – or a
grower earning an income
from the produce - with
experience, often offer
opportunity for training.
8. Individual
plots

Community group or
voluntary organisation
Friends of parks groups

• Limited revenue for the
council through leases due
to challenges of making profit
from food economy.
• Generate limited income

• Removes land from public
use although requirements
for open days can be built in

Allotment Societies
Residents groups

*Note: purely commercial growing projects within park land would require significant land and would be not accessible to the public, severely limiting of social and
community activity that social benefit. Creating profitable primary production food businesses are not recommended or discussed within this document.
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The Regent’s Park
Allotment Garden
by Caroline Teo
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Why grow food in parks?
Synergy with local priorities
Growing food within public spaces, particularly in urban
areas and for those without gardens, creates great
potential for different groups to benefit from parks.
The public health benefits are a particularly important
consideration when planning public open spaces as it is
widely recognised that gardening and food growing has a
positive impact on people’s health and wellbeing5.
Food growing can not only be incorporated into park
management plans, it can also be linked into strategies
for play and events. For example, the importance of
informal and natural play can be realised in food growing
areas and edible planting. Food can also be integrated
into educational visits and forest schools based in public
spaces.
Similarly, events programmes can utilise existing
food growing assets and relationships, such as the
partnerships with local groups. This can drive local
involvement in existing initiatives or stimulate appetite
for new ones. Food and food growing can become an
important theme alongside others within the parks, such
as music and creative activities.
This guide looks at social, economic and environmental
benefits of gardening and specifically food growing which
include:
ʸʸ improved psychological health;
ʸʸ increased physical activity contributing to maintaining
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

a healthy weight and reducing the risk of obesity;
improved social interactions and community cohesion;
improved educational outcomes;
mitigation of impacts of climate change; and
local economic resilience.

Health benefits of food growing
Regular contact with plants and the natural environment
can improve mental wellbeing and, combined with the
activity of growing food, it can help improve physical
health for a wide range of abilities and ages. Community
food growing introduces residents to a way of life which
can help improve wellbeing in the longer term. It provides
access to locally grown, fresh produce, helps increase
consumption of fruit and vegetables, as well as improving
attitudes to healthy eating.
Evidence of the impact of gardens and gardening on
health is closely related to the wide array of evidence
on ‘green spaces and health’ and applies in general to
gardens. Looking at the evidence it is clear that access
to nature is a critical part of a healthy community. In
recent times, habits and behaviours have increasingly
created sedentary lifestyles and levels of stress resulting
in poor physical and mental health. Visits to nature
are associated with decreases in self-reported stress
(Annerstedt, 20116) and a study in the Netherlands
showed that every 10% increase in access to green
space translated in an improvement in health equivalent
to being five years younger (de Vries, et al 2003) with
similar benefits found by studies in Canada (Villeneuve et
al 2012) and Japan (Takano 2002)7.
There is also some evidence to suggest a link between
obesity and access to green spaces, although the
evidence is not always consistent.8 Natural England has
become increasingly interested in this topic, leading
them to set up the Outdoors for All working group and
research group and publishing research and reports on
the subject9.
The therapeutic benefits of food growing and gardening
when led by a trained therapist for a group with defined
needs, is well evaluated through networks such as Social
Farms & Gardens (previously Care Farming UK). Social
and therapeutic horticulture can benefit:
ʸʸ Mental health: gardening and related activities have

long been advocated in mental health programmes.

ʸʸ Physical health: health problems centred on sedentary

lifestyles, obesity and even old age have been alleviated or tackled with gardening programmes.
ʸʸ Substance misusers: therapeutic and manual work is
increasingly being used to include drug and alcohol
dependent people and, aside from horticulture
projects, Care Farms are also increasingly providing
meaningful occupation for this client group in the UK.
ʸʸ Excluded groups: horticulture projects are increasingly seen as a way of generating meaningful activity
for groups that can experience exclusion or isolation,
such as refugees.
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Community and social benefits of food growing

Climate change benefits of food growing

Capital Growth is a network of food growing projects run
by Sustain in London; its first evaluation report highlighted
many of the benefits of food growing that had occurred
as a result of their London wide campaign, launched in
200810. This included:

Community food growing spaces contribute to achieving
policies on mitigating and adapting to the effects of
climate change and other sustainability priorities.
Urban food growing spaces help achieve sustainable
development in the following ways15:

ʸʸ 99,000 people involved across the network (an

ʸʸ local agro-ecologically grown food reduces food trans-

Further survey feedback from Capital Growth’s member
projects showed many are places of diverse integration in
terms of age, ability, ethnic background and employment
status. It also highlighted the key motivation for
involvement in community food growing is to create a
sense of community and to improve health and wellbeing
(both 90%).11

Economic benefits of food growing

average of 20 per community garden);
ʸʸ 71% of people had made a new friend with someone
in the neighbourhood/local area as a result of getting
involved;
ʸʸ 38% of people felt safer in their neighbourhood as a
result of the growing project.

Educational benefits of food growing
Food growing in schools and for educational purposes
is fairly widespread with a range of studies showing the
outcome on knowledge, skills, educational attainment and
behaviour.
The evaluation of Garden Organic’s Food Growing
Schools London project12 has shown that as a result of
involvement in school food growing:
ʸʸ 79% of schools reported improved behaviour or attain-

ment

ʸʸ 62% reported pupils are more aware of healthy eating

While most of the projects for schools are set up within
school grounds, there is clearly scope for provision outside
of school grounds and within park settings.
Small-scale community food growing and urban
agriculture projects can also develop skills and improve
employability amongst participants.
Community food growing spaces provide a learning
environment, where young and old can learn about
food growing, biodiversity, sustainable development
and develop transferable skills that increase skills and
employability.13 Again this is supported by findings of the
Capital Growth network who found that people have gone
on to formal training or employment as a result of being
involved in a food growing project.14

port and improves air quality;16
ʸʸ vegetated open spaces reduce the urban heat island
effect; and
ʸʸ permeable surfaces of food growing spaces and
the harvesting of rainwater contribute to sustainable
drainage.

Larger scale community food enterprises that sell
produce often offer employment, training and education
and create new economic opportunities. This contributes
to a more resilient local economy. They often work
closely with consumers (both individuals and local
businesses) to ensure that they are matching supply with
demand, obtaining a fair price, and reducing the risks
to their business. In doing so, they contribute to more
vibrant local retail streets, and shorten supply chains
in the local food system. Whilst these organisations are
operating larger sites (often ex local authority depots
or plant nurseries), they have often grown from smaller
community growing initiatives. In turn they utilise smaller
growing spaces such as those that might be available in
parks themselves, to run health and education projects,
engage the local community and provide opportunities
for new entrant growers to develop their skills and
businesses17.
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The business case for
food growing in parks
Councils can be creative by recognising the links
between council services i.e. the management and use of
public parks can benefit health, adult and child education
and inclusion programmes. Not only does this join up
funding streams but it also generates well-used vibrant
parks.
There is evidence of a business case for growing food,
although cost benefit analysis and Social Return on
Investment calculations of these activities are relatively
new and limited in their ability to measure different types
of intervention. It has been estimated that the value of
access to green spaces is £2.1 billion using a calculation
involving Quality Adjusted Life Years.18 Sustain’s Growing
Health project19 documented many public health and
NHS commissioned interventions, although the cost
comparison to other interventions is still relatively difficult
to make.

Park improvement
Food growing projects can improve park amenities and
support messages relating to health and sustainable diets
to reach a wider audience.
Food growing projects have been initiated in response
to neglect as well as to be a positive input to an already
thriving park. A park location is beneficial as it offers
an introduction to food and growing to those who are
new to growing; more traditional growing sites, such as
allotments tend to be gated, reducing opportunities for
chatting informally to growers. Even park growing projects
in securely fenced sites welcome their visibility and leave
gates open to encourage visitors when they are on site.
The high visibility of edible plants and growing activities in
a public place normalises fresh food.

A Kings Fund Report20 summarised the financial
evidence of gardening including the following examples:

Food growing projects welcome the high visibility offered
by being in a public park - people pass by and ask
questions. Growers speak to people who have never
seen carrots, onions, or tomatoes growing and encourage
people to pick and eat something they may never have
eaten before. Growers at Walton Hall Park, Liverpool
reported:

ʸʸ The New Economics Foundation estimated the value

ʸʸ “Children who have NEVER eaten fresh vegetables

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

of the Ecominds programme (a programme supported
by Mind to offer outdoor experiences including
gardening for those with mental health problems) for
five participants to be around £7,000 each through
reduced NHS costs, welfare benefit reductions and
increased tax contributions (New Economics Foundation 2014).
Access to green space can reduce mental health
admissions, resulting in additional
savings for the NHS (Wheater et al 2007).
The national evaluation of the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) Green Gym project (Yerrell
2008) between 2005 and 2009 estimated that for
every £1 invested in green gyms, £2.55 would be
saved in treating illness related to physical inactivity.
Social prescriptions for woodland activities for those
with mental health problems in the Scottish Branching
Out programme suggest a cost of £8,600 per gardens
and health quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) – highly
cost effective by NICE benchmarks (Willis et al 2016).
Carbon storage, flood alleviation and amenity value
benefits valued at more than £130 billion (Kenton et al
2015).

have been encouraged to pick and eat something.”

ʸʸ “The increased activity from visitors and daily work

tasks by volunteers has reduced the crime rate –
verified by fire brigade and police reduced call outs”.

Project leaders reported reaching a larger audience such
as walking groups and dog walkers. They also reported
not realising there were so many lonely people walking
through parkland.
ʸʸ “Friendly, voluntary local gardeners are not intimi-

dating and enable lonely people to stop and chat.
The Council can see that the project is a bridge, it
connects community, it brings people together: conversations – there are a lot of lonely people” Wish Park,
Brighton

Food growing broadens the horticultural interest in
parks. Bristol City Council installed a ‘vegetable bedding
scheme’ in Castle Park. It was designed to show that
vegetables can look attractive in bedding. Members of the
public could then pick the produce. It was costly for the
Council to maintain and plant up as a long term project
so was passed to Incredible Edible Bristol to maintain as
a demonstration plot.
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Case Study: Public benefits of food growing in parks
Growing Communities Dagenham Farm, Central Park,
Barking and Dagenham Council
Public benefits
Evidence from Growing Communities Dagenham
Farm demonstrates impacts of food growing projects.
The project, with support from Big Lottery’s Reaching
Communities’ fund, has run:
ʸʸ A volunteer programme – with open volunteering all

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ

Type of park
A large flat urban park with many sports pitches.
Type of growing space
Growing Communities Dagenham Farm is a larger
scale organically certified growing space which grows a
significant harvest that can be sold; a gated project with
public access through weekly open days.

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ Run by paid staff with experience of commercial

growing.

ʸʸ www.growingcommunities.org/dagenham-farm

Council input
Growing Communities has a 10 year lease with London
Borough of Barking and Dagenham for the farm site and
pay an annual rent.
They are also negotiating terms for a Licence to Occupy
the Pavilion and Bowling Green
Project aims
Growing Communities took over Central Park nursery
in 2011 and run a successful branch of their social
enterprise, which produces organic food for sale as well
as providing training and learning opportunities.

ʸʸ

year and Open Farm Sundays during the warmer
season for local residents to learn new skills, take
gentle exercise in the open air and buy fresh farm
produce.
A free lunch programme where volunteers learn
cooking skills using fresh produce from the site and
then eat communally.
A Grown in Dagenham young people’s programme
working in partnership with 2 local schools and
Barking and Dagenham College where 80 children
take part in food growing and cooking workshops each
week.
A free holiday and after school growing club.
Training workshops for school teachers and teaching
assistant in food growing and working with the farm.
A 9 month long, paid Food Worker training
programme for 4 unemployed lone parents (from
April – December) with the hours geared to meet their
childcare needs. In terms of feedback: of the 4, 2 of
the 3 smokers gave up smoking completely in the
first months of the traineeship, they also lost around
4 stone in weight between them and their skills and
confidence improved hugely.
A weekly food growing and skills session for LBBD
residents in recovery from alcohol and substance
abuse. Two of the previous service users have made
the transition to working as part of the regular volunteer team, visiting the farm independently.
A weekly (in season) fresh produce stall at the farm on
Sundays and a weekly stall at Dagenham East station.

During 2016 this resulted in:
ʸʸ 42 regular local volunteers learning skills and working

on the farm.

ʸʸ 2,205 volunteer hours worked on the farm – equivalent

to 298 days.

ʸʸ 135 local residents visiting the farm to find out about

volunteering and/or to buy fresh produce.

ʸʸ 384 local residents visiting the farm and/or attended

farm.

ʸʸ 179 young people taking part in food growing and food

preparation.

ʸʸ 4 trainees supported (unemployed lone parents).
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New ways of working:
the role of councils
Food growing in parks can be delivered through many different ways of working including traditional council led
approaches, as well as partnerships or in some cases community leadership. The case studies show that there is a
spectrum of council involvement which is illustrated in the table below, and which provides an overview to review new
ways of working.
Each of the themes is looked at in more detail, assessing some of the pros and cons.

Council Involvement
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Tenure

Direct in-house management
of a demonstration food
garden

Formal agreement based on a
manage-ment plan identifying
location and type of food
growing space.

Informal agreement for use
of space for community food
growing

Management

Employ site based gardeners

Enable organisations or groups
to take responsibility

Provide informal advice and
support to volunteer growers

Funding

Direct employment of staff
and allocation of running
costs
Reinvestment of income from
the park

Make public health funding
available to partner
organisations for healthy food
projects

Support applications for external
funding and provide help in-kind
where possible.

Volunteers

Run volunteer group as a
service with volunteers seen
as service users.

Develop strong partnerships;
Identify volunteer management
in job descriptions;

Encourage local communities
through informal contact.

Visitor
experience

Run demonstration garden as
a formal park facility.

Prioritise projects in high profile
parks to increase interest.

Allow informal beds to be created
and extended so long as open
access is maintained / encourage
edible landscaping.

Leading
In this model, the council takes the lead in establishing
and running the food growing space. A council run project
is clearly the most intensive; it may be run by the parks
service itself, or be part of an education role.
These projects tend to be “services” where volunteer
sessions are run as a class with a limit on numbers –
dependent on capacity of the staff leader and the abilities
of the service users. Participants are referred to as
service users; some may be walk-up volunteers, most will
have been referred from other social or health services.
This is an option for large multifunctional parks where
there is limited local “ownership” or in a park where it is

not appropriate to give the community more of a lead
role.
The design of the garden will be shaped by the resources
of the staff leader. The growing sessions will be at specific
times of the week. Any tasks not completed will be picked
up by park staff as will watering throughout the week.
These gardens are high profile model or demonstration
gardens and are expected to meet a high standard of
maintenance and visual amenity. Council run projects
tend to meet throughout the year with volunteers carrying
out winter maintenance tasks and seasonal planting
elsewhere in the park.
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Case Study: Council-led Involvement
Duthie Park, Aberdeen
Funding
ʸʸ It was a condition of HLF funding that there should
be volunteer activity in the park and the community
garden is a significant contributor.
ʸʸ The council runs the “Park Force Volunteers”.
ʸʸ Friends of Duthie Park fundraise for additional projects
Volunteers
Park Force Volunteers:
ʸʸ The volunteers help at the community garden on
Tuesday afternoons and Friday mornings. Generally 8
out of the group of 14 may attend. They also carry out
other seasonal tasks elsewhere in the park. NHS and
Enable Scotland refer volunteers with disabilities or
mental health problems.
ʸʸ At the end of each summer a small thank you reception event is held for volunteers, where they receive a
certificate and a thank you from the Friends of Duthie
Park and Aberdeen City Council for the amount of
work and commitment to the group. Each year the
group complete about 1,000 hours of volunteer time.
Type of park
Large mature city centre park

Visitor Experience
ʸʸ Royal Horticultural Society of Aberdeen (RHSofA) run

workshops in the veg area.

Type of growing space
Large raised bed with areas for herbs, orchard, wild berry
area, plus plots to demonstrate farming to school children
and vegetable plots. It is decorative as well as productive.
Role of Council
Leading
Tenure
Council ownership and management

ʸʸ Variety of activities for schools and community groups

throughout the year.

ʸʸ During the school holidays, the service runs a series

of workshops for primary school pupils

Public benefits
ʸʸ Increased visitor interest in the park as a whole.
ʸʸ The garden offers volunteers’ social interaction, raises

confidence towards employment.

ʸʸ Education in plants and growing for adult visitors and

organised school visits, gardening advice available.

Management
ʸʸ The Duthie Park Ranger service provides a variety of
activities for schools and community groups.
ʸʸ Rangers work in the garden on volunteer days so that
tasks are carried out in association with / with the
knowledge of volunteers. Requires caring supportive
staff to provide leadership for vulnerable participants;
ʸʸ Council fund Ranger service and basic management
and maintenance costs;
ʸʸ Volunteers only attend at official session times so staff
needed for ongoing maintenance;
ʸʸ Ranger’s office overlooks the garden, so there is
usually someone around during the day
ʸʸ The garden is highly visible and open access.
Because of the high standard of up-keep of the rest of
the park, the community garden must also be kept tidy
and looking attractive.

ʸʸ Sessions increase the activities on offer in the park.
ʸʸ Schools participate in a variety of workshops at the

Park learning about the benefits of plants, schools
from regeneration areas within close proximity to the
Park are targeted.
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Facilitating

Trusting

In this model the council works in partnership with a
third sector partner with a degree of formality relating to
tenure, responsibilities, or programming. The formality
of the agreement should be commensurate with the size
and constitution of the project organisers, the level of risk,
and the nature of the food growing space. This option is
more appropriate for a more established organisation or
social enterprise, who require a firmer commitment than
a local residents group, especially if they are taking on
responsibility for a secure site such as a disused nursery.
The Community Land Advisory Service have a range of
resources including model leases, heads of terms etc.21

The third model is where the community take the lead
often approaching the council to request use of an
area. A surprising number of councils have no formal
agreements with food growing groups and often councils
welcome the involvement in the management of land,
the variety that is being introduced to the park and the
horticultural interest is on display.

Brighton Food Partnership with the City Council have
drafted a community agreement for community gardens
in parks. The aim of the community agreement is to set
out roles and responsibilities for each partner to make
sure each partner’s part in the project is transparent
and to ensure that the community garden scheme will
successfully continue environmental and community
benefits. The agreement covers maintenance, tools,
storage, access to water, and public liability insurance.
The City Council states who will monitor the site and
confirms the park gardener will continue with their normal
responsibilities at the park. The group and the park
ranger complete a risk assessment for the site together. A
list of activities is jointly agreed that may include:
ʸʸ To benefit the local community through engage-

ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ment and outreach with local and citywide residents,
community groups and schools.
To provide a focal point in this under-used area of the
park, provide more seating / opportunities for social
interaction.
To provide education in food growing to local residents.
To grow organic food and plants.
Food grown to be distributed amongst group members
or donated to local schools, volunteers or other
community organisations.
Excess produce may be sold through local markets
with proceeds reinvested in the project.
Community composting point, for uncooked household
fruit and vegetable waste, including garden waste from
the garden project.
To be run as a not for profit organisation.

The City Council agrees the length of the agreement. At
the end of this period the group agrees to return the site
to its prior state, unless the community partners agree
the project should continue. If the council feels the site is
being kept against the terms of the agreement the council
may ask the group to vacate the site and return it to its
previous state, giving three months written notice.

Most groups are advised by the council about their
need for health and safety procedures, insurance,
and safeguarding measures and offer advice on their
constitution.
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Case Study: Council facilitating involvement
Albert Park, Middlesbrough
Management
IPC manage the plot lettings and MEC provide support
in sourcing grants/ funding as well as practical training
and support for the growers. MEC also provide training in
growing at their training allotment.
IPC employ a part time member of staff to manage the
site.
MEP provide growing advice and look for funding support
for materials 0.5 days a week.
Type of park
Large town centre park with a variety of facilities in a
parkland landscape.
Type of growing space
Established in 2014 it is an ideal site for a community
growing project due to its central location in the town. The
site was the former council plant nursery and already had
a number of raised growing beds constructed through a
previous council-led project.
Role of Council
Facilitating
Tenure
The Emerging Communities food growing project started
in 2014 as a partnership between Middlesbrough
Environment City (MEC) and Investing in People and
Culture (IPC) with the aim of improving both the physical
and mental health of new and emerging communities
through engaging them in community based activities.
MEC already had a good working relationship with
Middlesbrough Council (MBC) having established a
number of community growing sites across the town on
council land.
MEC approached the council’s Area Care and Parks
Management service when they identified this site and
an informal agreement was made to re-open and improve
the site for a community growing project for migrants,
local residents and other community groups to widen the
social experience and integration for all involved.
There is history of the council wanting commercial rents
for disused land but now they value the social benefit of
having land being used.

Funding
The project is cost neutral to the Council’s parks budget.
The Council benefits from the site being used for the
purpose intended when the initial investment in growing
food was made.
The main source of start up funding came from public
health for healthy lifestyle improvements, as well as other
small funds to install more raised beds, buy tools and
plants and to install a rain water harvesting system.
The local health authority fund MEC staff costs to
manage site and provide gardening advice through a
Type 2 diabetes fund.
There are minimal overheads with some costs arising
from petty vandalism every couple of months, e.g.
equipment following thefts and damage to polytunnel.
They liaise with Friends of Albert Park on joint funding
bids eg for welfare facilities within the compound.
Volunteers
Users are refugees who live in the surrounding streets.
There is a high turnover of migrants as they are moved
around but they benefit from the social contact, free food
and social interaction while they are there.
IPC are supporting growers to be a self managed group
with their own constitution.
Visitor Experience
Limited to viewing through the depot fence.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Opportunities for social interaction between isolated
refugees.
ʸʸ Integration of communities.
ʸʸ Promotion of healthy living by improving access to
affordable healthy food.
ʸʸ Beneficial use of vacant council facility.
ʸʸ Added interest in the park.
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Case Study: Community-led project
Scotch Quarry Park, Lancaster
Management
The project was initiated by Transition City Lancaster's
Food and Growing group. Local people were invited
to a permaculture design session to create the low
maintenance edible forest garden and the core group of
gardeners was formed.
The Scotch Quarry Community Garden Trust has taken
over the management plan originally agreed by Transition
City Lancaster and the City Council in 2011. This was
essential for local people to take ownership of the project;
however, it was not easy to get leaders.
Type of park
Local Park
Type of growing space
The Fruity Corners area is a public space within Scotch
Quarry Urban Park, serving the needs of local residents
for tranquillity and food. The food growing space, created
from open grass parkland, is divided into two areas. The
Forest Garden is designed as a permaculture garden and
the Cottage garden is an area of raised beds for annual
vegetables. Fruit trees and bushes, herbs and other
edibles are grown for everyone to enjoy. Edibles must be
grown in raised beds with imported soil due to the fly ash.
All raised beds are communal.
Role of Council
Trusting
Tenure
No formal lease.
Any changes to the management plan are discussed with
the designated council officer who makes suggestions
and gives advice and when agreed are incorporated into
the management plan via the councils legal team.
Two Trustees take the lead in running sessions and
liaising with the council and a local resident keeps the
gardening tools in their garage. There is a monthly
gardening session, which has not been well attended in
the past but now seems to be more popular. Gardeners
come from the local area. Expert help and advice is
called for when needed from other Lancaster groups such
as the Wildlife Trust.

Funding
On a day to day basis, the garden is reliant on occasional
donations from the public (plants tend to be raised for
free or minimal cost – for example, by growing from seed
or propagating plants already in the garden)
‘Paid for’ events have also been held (with an option for
unwaged attendees to go free) but these generally cover
costs rather than generate income.
The garden’s main income (used for new projects) comes
from grants. It has been funded by The Big Lottery,
Groundwork, Lancaster Greenspaces and the Galbraith
Trust
Volunteers
It offers gardening with like-minded residents. It is
intended as a focus area, making the park somewhere
special, that local residents can be proud of.
Visitor experience
The area is a place for all local people and visitors to
enjoy. It is fully open to the public with good access for all
ages and abilities. More people are walking through the
area and coming to sit and enjoy the gardens.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Improved park maintenance; improved perception of

safety.

ʸʸ Increase in amenity value.
ʸʸ Education about food and gardening due to the high

visibility of being in a public space.

ʸʸ Space for public enjoyment.
ʸʸ Encouragement for people to try the unusual fruit and

vegetables grown.

ʸʸ Biodiversity due to its large variety of plant species.
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Agreements: type of tenure
Role of Council - Tenure
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Direct in-house
management of
a demonstration
food garden

Formal agreement
based on a
management plan
identifying location
and type of food
growing space.

Informal
agreement for
use of space
for community
food growing

Case Study:
Formal Agreements
Philips Park, Whitefield, Bury

Formal agreements
If the community is involved, particularly at the level of
facilitation or trusting, then either party may request an
agreement. Depending on the format of the agreement and
other conditions, this may involve the council’s legal team
to agree a lease or Service Level Agreement. This should
be done in a way that is both proportionate and enabling;
if too onerous or requires groups to take separate legal
advice they do not have funding to cover, it can repress an
enthusiastic community project or simply make the project
unviable for them.
A community group or social enterprise may need a lease
or agreement for a period of years e.g. at least five year,
for some funders or to justify their investment. Equally,
schools or health providers may want to ensure that
a group is secure before they contract them to deliver
services. If a group is likely to need funding for capital
projects, such as the repair or construction of a building,
they may require a longer lease e.g. 25 years to secure
funding. To mitigate any risk or resistance to a longer
term lease, a reinstatement clause or claw-back clause
to cover reinstatement should the project cease may
be a good idea. That way the group is not charged rent,
but they incur penalties if they don’t manage the site or
reinstate it as agreed.
Some councils offer council owned open green-space to
community groups for food growing on short term leases.
Each group needs to be insured to take on the space, the
cost of which can be prohibitive for small groups. Faced
with the same issue, Birmingham Open Spaces Forum
organised insurance for all the Friends groups that are
members of the Forum.

A lighter touch approach
One way forward that is less onerous, is for a
management plan to be agreed with park users and
local residents with a food growing space shown on the
plan. So long as future activities of a group fall within the
management plan, they are free to carry them out. If a
group’s ambitions for improvements to the park grow, the
management plan can be amended. Advantages both to
the council and the group include the ability to start small
and grow, rather than be over ambitious at the outset.

Type of park
The park is formed from the remnants of 19th-century
formal gardens and associated woodland and is
managed as a nature reserve
Type of growing space
A fruit garden was started in 2010, joined in 2016 by
a garden on what was the council’s tree nursery. The
fruit garden is open access with high visibility; the
Nursery garden is behind the Barn but not easy to
find. Although it is fenced, that is to stop rabbits rather
than people.
Council input
ʸʸ Bury Council is looking for alternative management

arrangements for the whole park.

ʸʸ Council passed responsibility for building to the

Community Interest Company.

ʸʸ The council has grants for communities which

involves a bidding process and winning community
votes.

Volunteer input
ʸʸ Incredible Edible Prestwich and District (IEPAD)

run the food growing spaces, produce goes to
helpers and a community café.
ʸʸ Corporate groups (about 50-60 people over
summer 2017); 15-17 yr old youth from the
National Citizen Service; Gardening session
Saturday mornings approx. 10 gardeners from
local area.

Tenure
A Community Interest Company (CIC) have a formal
lease for the Barn for 5 years; no rent is paid, users are
responsible for all costs (oil for heating, maintenance
etc). IEPAD is a board member of the CIC.
Public benefits
Disused council nursery brought into productive use.
Increased range of activities within the park.
Involvement of young people in food growing.
Production of sustainable food for the community.

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
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The lack of a formal agreement can bring disadvantages
to a group eg the status of their project when applying for
funding, vulnerability when a parks maintenance is being
tendered, lack of clarity on their responsibilities, and
communications with the council.

Case Study:
In-house management
Walpole Park, Ealing

A variety of light touch agreements are possible eg
licence to occupy, tenancy at will, meanwhile use, service
level agreement etc. 22

Resources for
park management
Role of Council - Management
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Employ
site based
gardeners

Enable
organisations or
groups to take
responsibility

Provide informal
advice and
support to
volunteer growers

Ongoing management – in house
Councils running their own food growing project need
to ensure they have the resources available in terms
of horticultural skills as well as knowledge of working
with volunteers. Additional planning, organising and
supervisory input will also be required from other park
staff throughout the week. The public health and social
service role must be taken into account when volunteers
require additional support, for examples those with
special educational needs. This means management is
more staff intensive involving the organising of tasks and
people and matching the two and often this involves skill
sets outside of park management.
Park demonstration gardens can also be achieved by
a well-established community group but as they are
not on site all day, restricted access may be necessary
(such as at Preston Park, Brighton). At Walpole Park,
Ealing London, the council’s involvement was partially
galvanised through a Heritage Lottery project (see
overleaf).

Type of park
Town centre, multifunctional park in historic
landscaped setting.
Type of growing space
The restoration work in the walled kitchen garden
included replanting many heritage varieties of fruit and
vegetables.
Council input
ʸʸ The kitchen garden is maintained under the

guidance of the park manager by two site-based
gardeners.
ʸʸ The walled garden is highly resource intensive.
ʸʸ Working with volunteers requires additional planning, organising and supervisory input from the
permanent park staff. Park gardeners work in the
kitchen garden throughout the week.
Volunteer input
ʸʸ The manager can take about 10 people per

session.

ʸʸ The sessions have been increased to two a week

due to demand.

Management
ʸʸ Volunteers are referred by Ealing Community and

Voluntary Service. Some have special needs /
learning difficulties; others are retired local residents.
ʸʸ Management of volunteers is staff intensive.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Ealing Council has a proud reputation for the

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

quality of its parks and is still working towards
Green Flag awards.
Contributes to creation of a lively park with a range
of facilities.
Showcases fruit and veg growing.
Builds the social skills and confidence of volunteers.
Provides training opportunities for horticultural
students.
Heritage restoration.
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Ongoing management – External organisation
Even when an externally run project is up and running,
councils still need to allocate staff resources for ongoing
management. Councils that have cut parks support staff
and where basic parks maintenance is carried out by
contractors, may find it difficult to respond to requests for
park improvements from communities although liaison
with projects could be written into the park maintenance
contract. Generally this is where communities will find
it advantageous to be part of a council recognised
organisation such as the Friends group.
Where councils do not have the capacity to monitor or
support projects, the external accreditation of the Green
Flag award scheme can be useful. Friends, community
groups and the council all work towards a set of agreed
externally evaluated criteria.
Even if councils cannot make a commitment to provide
ongoing support, ad hoc support in kind is valued
by projects. The case study projects benefited from
professional advice, support for events and marketing,
help with paperwork and grant applications, sharing
specialist equipment, priority support from the dog
warden, provision of materials and even purchasing
chickens. The council many find that limited resources
will be used more effectively in a park with a community
project or an active Friends group.
“The Council are supportive because they welcome the
variety of different ways people can enjoy being in parks”
Heaton Park, Manchester.
A recurring theme across all community growing spaces
was trust; councils were not abdicating responsibility
for managing parks but instead were learning to trust
groups that had been able to start small, gain experience
and flourish. Middlesbrough Environment City noted
that when councils can trust an organisation to run a
successful project, this requires less input from its staff.

Case Study: On-going
management external
Preston Park Demo Garden,
Preston Park, Brighton
Type of park
Large multifunctional urban park
Type of growing space
ʸʸ Vegetables, fruit and wildflowers in raised beds in a

low fenced area.

ʸʸ The garden aims to show what can be grown

at home, even in a small space. It aims to be a
welcoming and productive space for people and
wildlife.

Council input
ʸʸ Written agreement with Brighton & Hove food

partnership who have agreed templates for food
growing spaces on council land. No end date.
ʸʸ Supportive parks staff, the gardeners are pleased
that the park is being looked after.
Volunteer input
ʸʸ The weekly group of volunteers and vulnerable

adults are supported by a paid member of staff
who attends every 2 weeks. The session in the
alternate week is run by a volunteer.

Management
ʸʸ Started in 2010 by the Brighton and Hove Food

Partnership, a local non-profit registered charity.
They asked the council for permission to build a
demo garden in the park as a flagship for their
‘Harvest’ project. The project aimed to promote
food growing in the city. Many local volunteers
helped to build it and continue to maintain it.
ʸʸ Aware of need for garden not to be over-reliant on
a paid employee.
Public benefits
ʸʸ The low level of vandalism experienced is attrib-

uted to the growing space’s open access.

ʸʸ The garden is seen as an integral part of the park,

It is a welcoming space, this is important to its
acceptability; it is not an area of parkland taken
away to grow food.
ʸʸ It provides a caring and supportive environment for
people with special needs.
ʸʸ Volunteers share the food and surplus goes to the
cookery team’s projects.
ʸʸ Feedback from park users confirms that they enjoy
the tranquillity, get inspiration of what to grow at
home or try on their allotment, people look at crops
growing with their children, artists come in to paint,
interaction – smell the herbs, chat with gardeners,
learn about fruit & veg how to grow & cook.
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Communication: being responsive
Councils often nominate a named member of staff to
liaise with groups. However, most community groups
reported experiences of council staff being unavailable,
often due to park management structures being eroded.
Their point of contact could be in another department
such as education and have no expertise in park
management. The point of contact may have taken on
this role as an additional responsibility. Communities look
for timely responses to their enquiries and especially
requests for letters of support to accompany grant
applications.
Good practice on this can be seen in Brighton, where
each park has a ranger who is the link between the park/
council and the community. They know their park, have an
understanding about how it is used and would need to be
supportive of any new activities affecting the park.
Where parks maintenance staff are still employed,
communities value their informal advice and support and
report that the staff welcome the horticultural diversity
which a community managed garden brings. Philips Park
Gardens in Bury said they value their liaison with the park
ranger who they see regularly.

Case Study: responsive
communication
Walton Hall Park, Liverpool

Type of park
Large urban park
Type of growing space
New food growing garden being created from a long
abandoned car park.
Council input
ʸʸ Residents were encouraged by the council to

become active and start a Friends group.

The establishment of a Friends group enables a clear line
of communication between the council and the group.
The food growing group can be a sub group under the
umbrella of the Friends as at Wish Park in Hove or it may
be the Friends group that has been encouraged by the
Council to undertake the work themselves as at Walton
Hall Park in Liverpool.

ʸʸ Council advises group and circulates information

on funding opportunities and gives in kind support.

Volunteer input
The Friends were re-established in 2014 in response
to a decline in maintenance of the park. There is
strong interest in “mini-allotments” or raised beds from
residents as they are is seen as more manageable
and affordable than a formal allotment.
Management
ʸʸ Currently there are informal rules but no formal

agreement, but the group is constituted and has
insurance, safeguarding policies, etc.
ʸʸ The council mows the grass and empty bins, while
the Friends carry out management and maintenance, grow donated plants and plant flower beds,
run events and litter pick.
ʸʸ The council has no budget for park investment, so
the Friends apply for as many grants as possible.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Increased activity has reduced the crime rate.
ʸʸ Creation of a community hub with resident engage-

ment and participation.

ʸʸ Raised awareness of fresh food and healthy eating

in an area suffering severe socio-economic deprivation and physical deterioration of the public realm.
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Create opportunities for funding
Role of Council - Funding
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Direct employment
of staff and
allocation of
running costs
Reinvestment of
income from the
park

Make public
health funding
available
to partner
organisations
for healthy food
projects

Support
applications
for external
funding and
provide help
in-kind where
possible.

The investment needed for physical infrastructure
to create food growing projects is relatively low in
comparison to other park uses, and various grants are
available to cover these start-up costs. A bigger challenge
is finding ways to resource the upkeep of the sites and
fund staffing and maintenance costs for projects. Councils
are under pressure to reduce the costs of their parks but
are they valuing the benefits?
Food growing projects in parks are not money making
opportunities, and do not necessarily save money on
maintenance unless a group takes on the management
of a whole area of a park. Indeed some maintenance
costs may increase e.g. trimming around small scale
vegetable beds instead of using ride-on mowers. But
despite this, they are good opportunities to deliver
beneficial outcomes, especially if managed via a third
party organisation and therefore can attract funding or
investment from other cost centres.

Prospect for ongoing funding
Councils with a clear purpose to installing or renovating
food growing spaces will often have already identified
ongoing revenue implications of the project. For example
Aberdeen City Council set up their facilities as part of
a demonstration garden; Ealing’s project was part of
the heritage restoration of a walled garden. Both these
gardens were funded by Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)
which requires a commitment to ongoing maintenance
as one of its grant conditions. This ensures a project has
time to adapt and develop.
Councils that have installed raised beds in parks hoping
that interest from the community will follow can be left
with disused spaces if no meaningful resource is put into
developing the community, identify funding, or support the
groups who may take these on.
Another aspect to consider is whether projects
established by a support worker have an exit strategy for
when the worker’s funding expires. Successful projects
have been inspired and established by local people often
benefitting from support, training and encouragement
from more established groups such as Groundwork or the
Incredible Edible network.

Case Study: on-going funding
Dame Emily Park, Bristol
Type of park
Local park
Type of growing space
Open access large raised beds
Council input
The Council initially installed raised beds made of
railway sleepers, for local people to garden but did not
provide horticultural support or volunteer development.
There is no formal agreement; the garden runs based
on trust in Incredible Edible Bristol (IEB) to support
and train people.
Volunteer input
ʸʸ The Friends group contacted Incredible Edible

Bristol (IEB) for help and advice on how to reuse
the original community garden.
ʸʸ They had some funds but lacked knowledge and it
took 18 months to establish.
ʸʸ Now there are 10-15 regular resident gardeners
who operate as an informal group with no constitution.
ʸʸ Local residents’ garden ad hoc or at monthly
gardening sessions and IEB advertise sessions for
new volunteers.
Funding
The group benefited from initial Council investment
of raised beds and a small grant from IEB to cover
minimal running costs. The council originally proposed
a scheme for council sites where groups would pay a
deposit to cover the council’s costs if they had to step
in. This was not successful, so now there is a more
informal system. The council has no budget for park
management and are aiming for Bristol’s parks to be
“cost neutral”, relying instead on revenue generated
from public events and other sources. IEB encourage
active volunteers to contribute around £10 a year,
which the group looks after themselves; people in turn
can share any plants /seeds which have been donated
to IEB.
Public benefits
ʸʸ The area is actively managed; citizen engage-

ment has overcome perception of the park lacking
maintenance.
ʸʸ Creation of a beautiful and productive area which
encourages further local involvement.
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Furthermore, initial investment such as in raised beds,
sheds or fencing should be high quality, robust, well
designed, easy to manage, and long lasting to avoid
replacement costs subsequently falling on a local group.
Several projects reported that they are moving towards
low maintenance planting of edible shrubs and herbs.
Middlesbrough Environment City reported that raised
beds in local parks drew attention of vandals and that
planting in surface beds was more resilient.
Both Brighton Food Partnership and Capital Growth
in London offered community groups start-up funding.
Most groups find they need minimal ongoing funding for
capital costs and materials once the initial costs have
been covered. Events or activities in the park, such as an
annual apple day or harvest festival, can cover running
costs. These events are also community activities,
valuable in their own right.
The establishment of a Friends of the park group can
also have financial benefits for a council; community
groups have access to funding streams unavailable to
councils, such as donated building materials or grants.
However, the success of any project will be dependent on
the enthusiasm and commitment of its volunteers.

Reassessing the sums – Income Generation
No park service wants to cut their services and councils
will be looking for opportunities for income generation.
Some councils have considered charging groups for
growing in parks but this is often not an attractive
proposition to a group getting started. Not only is there
no way of agreeing a fair price, this totally ignores the
benefits to the park and its visitors. It also introduces the
idea that the space is for exclusive use, contrary to the
ethos of public parks.
Councils can be creative when considering tendering
services e.g. specifying that a cafe serves healthy food
and local produce can create a market for park grown
produce. This is an opportunity to achieve benefits
across the Council’s responsibilities and requires a more
enlightened attitude than a cost centre approach to the
contract.

Case Study:
income generation
Heaton Park, Manchester
Type of park
Large country house estate in an urban setting.
Type of growing space
The Community Garden features soft fruit area, a
small orchard, a composting facility, raised beds and
a polytunnel. The garden’s future is dependent on its
link with the café which provides the staff, workers and
volunteers.
Council input
EAT (Employment and Training) Pennines Ltd won
the tender for running the cafes in Heaton Park;
they are a food-focused social enterprise supporting
disadvantaged young people into training and
employment in the horticultural, catering and customer
service sectors. There is no formal relationship
between the occupation of the garden and the
cafe lease, but the garden provides an alternative
opportunity for young people less suited to the
hospitality side of the business. The council fenced
the sites and provided shipping containers and has
provided woodchip, chickens, advice, support for
events and advertising, with them trusting EAT to
manage the activities on site.
Volunteer input
ʸʸ Volunteers help in the garden to gain work expe-

rience, and apprentices undertake recognised
horticultural qualifications.
ʸʸ There is a part time coordinator, two apprentices
and a part time gardener at any one time plus
there is a 14 week traineeship with three intakes a
year.
ʸʸ There are also corporate volunteering days and
ad-hoc visits.
Funding
Initial funding came from Manchester Clean City to
employ the coordinator, with EAT Pennines providing
ongoing funding. A crowdfunding campaign funded the
orchard. The garden supplies the cafe with food.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Volunteering and training opportunities to support

careers and skills development.

ʸʸ Food growing have increased community involve-

ment, raised profile of local food and provide innovative activities.
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Valuing public benefits
Council can recognise and actively support community
and social enterprise in the context of food growing,
due to the educational and wellbeing outcomes and the
economic benefits from trading food and products to
generate income. Supporting these community and social
enterprises to operate within parks can be a way to help
them to finance staff to manage activities. For example,
Growing Communities in Dagenham use the sale of their
produce to fund their head grower, and they fundraise for
additional educational and training activities.
Opportunities to add value to the harvest can also
bring in further benefit and income, as is the model of
Company Drinks an arts project and community drinks
enterprise that makes soft drinks with fruit, flowers and
herbs forage from parks by local residents. This model
is also being developed by The Orchard Project who
produce apple juice and cider from community orchards.
The Cardiff Salad Garden growers are hoping to benefit
from the council’s plans to hold a pop-up shop in their
nursery.

Case Study:
valuing public benefits
Cardiff Salad Garden,
Bute Park, Cardiff
Type of park
Cardiff’s flagship city centre park
Type of growing space
Cardiff Salad Garden is a small project with one
greenhouse, started in 2017, located in the Council’s
nursery which grows all the City parks bedding plants
on a commercial scale.
Council input
The education officer for the park has responsibility for
volunteers.
Volunteer input
ʸʸ Personal initiative of two friends who identified an

unused area in the nursery.

Many public benefits are difficult to express as a financial
benefit such as health or environmental improvements.
The growing projects in Albert Park, Middlesbrough and
in Bute Park, Cardiff, for example, both target the refugee
community to address social isolation.

ʸʸ A not-for-profit social enterprise combining growing

and selling fresh cut salad leaves whilst working
with disadvantaged residents.
ʸʸ Organisers and their friends repaired the glass,
built raised beds & bought tools.
Funding
ʸʸ The project is set up as a Community Interest

Build community capacity working with volunteers
Role of Council - Volunteers
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Run volunteer
group as a
service with
volunteers seen
as service users.

Develop strong
partnerships;
Identify volunteer
management in
job descriptions;

Encourage
local
communities
through
informal
contact.

In-house park volunteers
Councils can either actively encourage volunteer
involvement in park maintenance or let it happen by
default as council resources diminish.
Successful councils engage with their communities and
facilitate volunteer input, encouraged by external funding.
The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) has greatly invested in
the restoration of historic parks and wants to ensure there
is a commitment to continue to maintain the park and

Company (CIC). The two unpaid organisers aim
to grow enough to gain a small income. Start-up
funding to buy tools and materials came from Unltd
https://unltd.org.uk/portfolio/3-10-securing-start-upfunding/
ʸʸ Income from a range of mixed leaf salads, picked
to order and then delivered by bicycle, providing
top quality locally sourced produce for restaurants.
They currently cover their costs. Cafe in the park is
biggest customer.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Aim to work initially with asylum seekers, refugees

ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

and individuals with mental health problems, but
also other disadvantaged groups from within the
city.
Educating people about food and developing horticultural skills, whilst indirectly working on confidence building, improving social skills, language
and promoting positive mental health.
Council was supportive because of the sustainability message and the volunteering opportunities
Restaurants like the idea that salad is locally
grown.
Refugees get out of their house, build skills and
confidence, practice speaking English and meet
other people.
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involve the community via volunteering. Councils, such as
Aberdeen City Council, have recognised the benefit that
this has brought. While building capacity through volunteer
engagement still requires council input, this investment is
easily repaid by the social and individual benefits derived
by the volunteers, reduced pressure on other public
services, and the impact on the public realm.

Developing partnership opportunities
Councils can facilitate by encouraging Friends groups,
supporting emerging groups and by working in
partnership with established groups.

As with engagement in any park project led by the
community, the role of the council or lead partners should
be to:
ʸʸ clarify purpose and roles, identify gaps in skills and

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

Encouraging Friends groups
Friends of parks groups can provide a valuable forum
for discussing views about the park and promoting
more effective, beneficial usage of the park to the wider
community. Whilst Friends groups are increasingly being
asked to take on new responsibilities it should be noted
that, as stated by the National Federation of Parks and
Green Spaces23, in the vast majority of cases, community
groups do not wish to take on full responsibility for their
site. The added value they provide can only be given
by volunteers if the site is “fit for purpose” and there
is a strong partnership in place, with good ongoing
communication and clear roles and responsibilities.
It may be most appropriate for the Friends group to
maintain a more general consultative and accountability
role and for other groups to undertake specific
maintenance and project delivery that fits more closely
with their own motivations, skills and capacity. In the case
of food growing projects this might be a local community
food enterprise, residents group or education project for
instance.

Supporting a local or emerging group
For community groups to take on and lead a food growing
project within a park, the first step may often be to
build capacity through a structured project led by other
third sector organisations or the council themselves.
Organisations might include:
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

Allotment service / associations
Food Partnerships
A local food growing network
Incredible Edible www.incredibleediblenetwork.org.uk
Trees for Cities www.treesforcities.org
The Orchard project www.theorchardproject.org.uk
Groundwork www.groundwork.org.uk
TCV www.tcv.org.uk

Partnerships can significantly strengthen the offer of food
growing in parks. Structured, fixed term projects can be useful
to engage local residents, develop skills and capacity and
identify individuals and other local groups with a real interest,
enthusiasm and aptitude for the work.

ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

knowledge, establish a suitable constitution or legal
structure, and develop the group’s plans for the site;
ensure that a community group has a constitution that
is open and democratic and allows for changes. This
should help the group to be open and inclusive to the
rest of the local population;
give intensive support at the early stage that is focused on
building the capacity of the group, and then reduce levels
of ongoing support over a period of months as they find
their feet and develop their project;
provide resources, skills, materials, tools and even
some seed funding at the outset;
assist in identifying funding sources, writing bids and
setting up a bank account;
supporting the group to consider and plan for their
long term financial sustainability beyond the end of
any funded project
help the group understand and meet their legal
responsibilities with respect to health and safety, safeguarding and insurance; and
provide access to toilets, shelter, tea- making facilities.

“Do not under-estimate the importance of having tea &
a chat. The group is now well established with a strong
social element.” (Preston Park, Brighton)
Local voluntary sector support or national organisations
may be able to provide some of this support.
Ongoing support will be needed to help with growth,
development and issues such as flytipping, vandalism,
group management issues or people leaving the group.
As a project grows it may be that some roles will be more
sustainably delivered by paid staff and at this stage the
group may require further support to ensure they have
the correct legal structure, policies and procedures in
place, and are prepared for the changes in culture that
might be required in order to employ staff.

Working with an established organisation
An alternative approach is to identify established
organisations such as local community food enterprises,
city farms, housing associations, or educational projects
who may want to lead on a food growing project. Land
for urban food growing can be scarce and existing
groups may have existing projects that would value the
opportunity to utilise this precious resource. They may
also be able to bring existing funding as well as skills and
capacity to the project. Projects with paid staff are still
likely to involve volunteers in delivering activities. Shared
Assets has produced guides for local authorities wishing
to work more closely with community enterprises24 and
for community enterprises wishing to work with local
authorities to grow food on public land25.
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“The Brighton & Hove Food Partnership usually work with
any group who wish to put in a garden in a park to liaise
with the council. We first help them to talk to the people
who would be most affected such as the local ‘Friends
of park’ group, the Council parks officers and any other
important stakeholders. Then if they are ok with the idea,
the group can undertake a wider community consultation
to find out if it is something that other people particularly
want or particularly don’t want (perhaps if the proposed
location is usually used as a football field or some other
recreational activity). If they get a positive reaction to
the idea, we help them write a project plan which has
details about how the garden will be looked after in the
long-term. This is given to the Council who make a final
decision about the project.” Development Officer, Brighton
& Hove Food Partnership

Enhance visitor experience
Role of Council: Visitor Experience
Leading

Facilitating

Trusting

Run
demonstration
garden as a
formal park
facility.

Prioritise
projects in
high profile
parks to
increase
interest.

Allow informal beds
to be created and
extended so long
as open access
is maintained /
encourage edible
landscaping.

Access and visibility
Demarcation of land may be required for some food
growing projects, which can be of concern to council staff
or park users. Encroachment towards privatisation is in
fact the opposite to the philosophy of all the case study
projects.
Most successful growing projects require a level of
restricted access which also provides access to water,
shelter and amenities. This protection is both from other
park activities such as ball sports, picking of produce
and to some extent vandalism, as well as from nonhumans, such as dogs! Demonstration gardens benefit
from keeping their produce for their planned activities
e.g. school visits, harvest days. If produce is to be sold to
generate significant income, limited access is essential.
This which is why these sites are often found in disused
parks depots or nurseries where there has never been
public access and where any activities that engage the
wider public such as volunteering, training or open days
are increasing public accessibility.26

Subject to landscape, design and other criteria, a fenced
food growing space could be compared to a fenced
play area, tennis court or bowling green. A simple mesh
fence can be enough to protect a garden while giving full
visibility for the enjoyment of all. They can be accessible
at set times and viewed by park users at any time.
While restricting access technically limits open access,
this can be justified by the benefits for those running and
using the projects and is essential for commercial food
production. Also, many limited access projects are able
to open their sites during park opening hours, subject
to project staff or volunteer availability. It also should be
balanced with the size of the park, what the area would
be used for otherwise and the context around the future
of parks.
In parks where it is not appropriate to create protected or
limited access growing space, then use of orchards and
integrated edible planting is a more viable option. The
current interest in foraging could result in edible plants
in a more natural planting regime to mimic a natural
landscape such as with permaculture. Such plants would
be more robust and would withstand picking. In local
parks with open access growing areas such as Dame
Emily Park, growers are delighted that children pick and
eat raspberries on their way to school. In Philips Park,
herbs and fruit trees are now being planted in open
parkland.
Most of the case study growing spaces specifically
mentioned the value of their site being highly visible, even
if behind secure fencing, to raise awareness of food and
how it is grown. Many reported the conversations that are
generated with onlookers: what is growing, how to grow,
how to cook it etc. If the food goes to the park cafe there
is an even stronger message about local fresh food.

Who benefits?
The issue that only a select group of park users benefits
from the food growing project must be considered,
although this is the case for many park amenities. For
example football pitches and even children’s play areas
target certain groups of users and are not fully inclusive
of all sections of the community. Supportive councils
welcome the variety of different ways people can enjoy
being in parks and recognise that the community activity
of food growing has many benefits to park management
such as:
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ
ʸʸ

contributing to horticultural interest;
bringing additional visitors to the park;
widening the choice of amenities;
running events; and
civic pride.
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Councils with successful projects draw on the projects to
illustrate the value of parks. Projects can be found in city
centre parks with transitional populations as well as in
small local parks serving local families. They tend to be in
areas where people do not have large gardens and have
the time and interest to garden collectively.
The Scotch Quarry Community Garden Trust reported
that, after six years, more residents are getting involved
and bringing forward ideas for future projects. “The
efforts of the volunteer growers are making a noticeable
difference to their park.”
“The park gardens across Brighton & Hove are a winwin situation for both the community and the council.
Having regular volunteers on site means that the gardens
are well-kept, improve the local environment and the
volunteers keep an eye on whatever activity is happening
in the park. They reduce anti-social behaviour and give
people a sense of pride and ownership of their local
space. Not to mention looking beautiful and providing
edible food for people to enjoy.” Development Officer,
Brighton & Hove Food Partnership
The case study parks have provided recreational benefits
to isolated people, have brought out families to look after
their park, provided educational experiences to young
people and training opportunities to the unemployed.
Two examples (Albert Park and Bute Park) have
targeted refugee residents providing them with a safe
place to gather and enabling them to make friends and
learn English. The organisers of the Cardiff project had
considered a farmland location but realised access would
be a problem. Their refugees have reported their lack
of confidence in leaving the refuge, some had never
previously visited the city centre park.

Case Study: visitor experience
Wish Park, Brighton
Type of park
Local
Type of growing space
A small orchard, 13 raised beds and a raised pond,
shed, water butts and a community compost scheme.
Council input
ʸʸ Informal encouragement and support from park

keeper.

ʸʸ Grant from Healthy Neighbourhood Fund

Volunteer input
ʸʸ Friends of Wish Park sub group do the gardening;
ʸʸ An annual Party is held in the Park for local people.

Access
The garden is fully visible but fenced. The fencing
is green plastic chicken wire with a gate with a
combination lock. At waist level, it is low enough for
the footballers to jump over to retrieve a ball. The
growers have never had any vandalism. They are sure
that the fence is necessary to prevent the produce
from being taken. They say volunteers who put in the
work should benefit from the produce. The fence does
not deter passers-by from looking in and having a
chat.
Public benefits
ʸʸ Created a more interesting space in the recreation

ground without encroaching on the sports pitches;

ʸʸ Demonstrates what can be grown in a small space

and inspires others to try at home.

Projects also would like to see more career progression
within the park or the council for people that they train
as a further way to add value, which could be built into
grounds maintenance contracts.
As Brighton and Hove Food Partnership’s Guidance for
new gardens in public spaces puts it, food growing in
parks should be for the benefit of the local community,
not for specific individuals. “Community gardens are
not about creating allotments in public spaces – they
are about bringing people together and providing
opportunities for learning and trying new things.”

ʸʸ Provides a social focal point for conversation and

relaxation for park visitors

ʸʸ Provides opportunities for good exercise, is friendly

and enjoyable and volunteers share the (organic)
vegetables we harvest.
ʸʸ All are welcome including helping children participate in and learn about the food cycle; providing
opportunities for people of all ages, including those
with mobility difficulties.
ʸʸ Park looks cared for - helps deter vandalism
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Taking the next steps
Stemming decline
Budget reductions mean that councils have to look for
innovative ideas for park management to prevent or stem
a spiral of decline, and maximise the positive outcomes
generated by public assets for local residents. Food
growing projects with community involvement can be
part of the solution. Food growing demonstration gardens
show what can be achieved with integrated planting to
help amenity value, biodiversity and attract pollinators,
and can be maintained to high standards with the right
resources. Even small local projects want their park to
look good and several mentioned that having a well-kept
growing space helped deter vandalism in the park.

Balancing a strategic
and practical approach
This guide, and the research behind it, shows how critical
it is to have a practical and pragmatic approach that can
harness opportunity and community interest to grow food
in parks. There needs to be a culture of opportunity to
make the best of this.

ʸʸ “Keeping it nice and well cared for – helps deter

Sustain and Shared Assets also recognise the need to
ensure that a strategic long term view of parks is taken,
that recognises the need to create a clear vision for
a multitude of park uses and helps to bring in critical
resources and funding. Therefore councils, in preparing
parks strategies, should consider:

ʸʸ “Parks without groups tend to suffer a lack of invest-

ʸʸ identifying opportunities for food growing projects

External organisations are able to draw down funding
from other sources due to the multiple benefits discussed
in this document, but it should be noted that long term
maintenance and exit strategies for when the funding
ends are important considerations for groups and
councils. Yet, what is the risk of failure?

ʸʸ

vandalism” Wish Park.

ment with minimal/no maintenance, resulting in being
perceived as scary spaces with anti social behaviour”,
Dame Emily Park.

Two case studies were based on council initiated projects
which had discontinued some years previously. These
projects were able to reuse the infrastructure and start
afresh. There is also often the fear that a growing space
becomes abandoned and unsightly. Yet one case study
had to clear a thicket of brambles on a disused car park
to be able to start their project and another had to repair
a derelict greenhouse on a council nursery. Projects in
local parks can restore pride to unloved areas, or convert
areas of mown grass to oases of wildlife and colour within
the park.

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ
ʸʸ

ʸʸ

ʸʸ

within larger parks particularly those that could
provide protected or limited access growing opportunities, in order to increase scope for income generation
and activities;
how flexible design is built into plans and any park
developments so there is opportunity to respond to
growing demand in the future and adapt;
incorporating edible planting with interpretation and
signage to encourage park users to learn about local
food;
meeting demand for structured food growing opportunities within parks through development and building
partnerships with social enterprise and voluntary
organisations that have already started to work in the
local area;
supporting social enterprises and community enterprises that utilise food production in their programmes;
discussing with public health and local health partnerships how the potential for social prescribing and
commissioning can link to park based growing activities;
making links between development of play, events
and food growing to build on any current cultural
programmes; and
allowing routes for progression of volunteers into
employment in grounds maintenance.

While there is much to consider, councils will greatly
benefit from planning for community involvement,
factoring in the local situation and assets and being open
and encouraging to opportunity. Food growing projects
can really transform our parks for the next generation as
the case studies have shown.
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Food Growing in Parks: Case Studies
The following table gives a quick reference guide to the different case studies, so it is easier to make comparisons to
existing parks, type of food growing and the level of council involvement. For example if you are looking for a local park
with the community in a lead role you can refer to Dame Emily Park.

Type of
park
Local park
Large
multifunctional
urban
park

Park

Local Authority

Dame Emily
Park (page 27)
Scotch Quarry
Park (page 21)
Wish Park
(page 34)

Bristol City
Council
Lancaster City
Council
Brighton and
Hove City
Council
Aberdeen City
Council
Ealing London
Borough
Brighton and
Hove City
Council
Middlesbrough
Borough Council
Cardiff City
Council
Barking and
Dagenham
London Borough
Liverpool City
Council
Bury
Metropolitan
Council

Duthie Park
(page 18)
Walpole Park
(page 23)
Preston Park
(page 24)
Albert Park
(page 20)
Bute Park
(page 30)
Central Park
(page 16)

Large
estate in
an urban
setting

Walton Hall Park
(page 26)
Philips Park
(page 22)

Heaton Park
(page 28)

Manchester City
Council

Manager of
food growing
space

Council
involvement
(page 17)

Type of food
growing space
(page 11)

Local residents

Trusting

Open access Edible Planting

Local residents

Trusting

Open access Edible Planting

Friends of park

Trusting

Open access notionally
fenced

Council

Leading

Educational growing projects

Council

Leading

Educational growing projects

Food Growing
Charity

Facilitating

Educational growing projects

Environmental
charity
Social
enterprise
Social
enterprise

Facilitating

Gated access Growing
projects – educational
Gated access Productive
Growing enterprises
Gated access Productive
Growing enterprises

Facilitating
Facilitating

Friends of park

Trusting

Food Growing
Charity

Facilitating

Social
enterprise

Trusting

Open access fenced / open
access
Open
Open access
access
Orchard
fenced /
/ Forest
open access Garden
Open
Gated access
access
Productive
Orchard
Growing
/ Forest
enterprises
Garden

Useful resources
Capital Growth
A variety of guides and toolkits on
food growing
www.sustainweb.org/
publications/?section=66
Growing Health
Toolkit for working with the health
service and review of evidence of the
benefits of food growing.
www.sustainweb.org/growinghealth

Food and Planning
Information for planners
www.sustainweb.org/planning/
for_planners
Information for those working with
planners
www.sustainweb.org/planning

Local Land Economies
A set of easy-to-read guides setting
out how local food growing groups
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